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About This Game

Build your own city and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game.

Construct beautiful and functional city zones with plenty of modern blocks and keep your residents happy by providing all
services they need, and they will reward you with a tidy profit. It’s up to you how to play - you can work your way to the top in
the comprehensive campaign mode or you can create and play your own custom scenarios. Build dozens of houses, structures

and other buildings. Trophies and awards available for the meticulous gamer!

Construct beautiful and functional city zones.

Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.

Win trophies and awards in 24 unique campaign scenarios.

Play your own custom scenarios.

Reach up to 22 achievements.
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It's a pretty good game. I've always been a fan of the tycoon games and this has the potential to be one of the good ones. Some
of the missions are abit confusing though (but it's still alpha, so it's ok) and there's abit of a misconseption from the developers
that seem to think that their language (german) is the international language. The news here on steam are in german first and
then english. Some of the menues are in german (I'm guessing they make the game in german and forgot to translate). Since I'm
from Denmark it's not that big of a problem, (we learned alot of german during WW2) but for the non european people this
could pose a problem.

Note to the developers: Please stop being lazy with the translations. How would you feel if you bought a game that was in
german and it later on turned into Danish? Jeg tror ikke i ville være særlig glade... So please respect the international language if
you want to be taken seriously as international game developers.. Bought it when it was £3.11 still requested refund, game was
rubbish with nothing clearly explained and the tutorial mainly click to see what happens over clear instuctions and guide lines of
how too, atleast the old games like this used to come with a manual to read. CHALLANGE!
That's how you can describe the game in 1 word. Even tho i have several hours on it, i wasn't able to beat the game yet.
The game itself is fun to play with lots of enemies and items. Music is great and fits to levels and situations.
If you're new to such games you can now also play a tutorial to learn all the basics.
If you love a challange and old school graphics, this game is made for you. :)
. This game suck. Needs trading cards!. its not a bad game its kindof fun
would play again
. First card game I managed to win at. It was quite easy to learn basics here.

Only one stage available yet in scenario mode and no multiplayer by Jan 2016.. I've owned and played this game both on IOS
and via Steam, Cataphrak's work is always amazing. The world building and characters feel so fresh and alive. The choices
actually make tactical sense and your men have very realistic needs. With the addition of potential romances and intrigue, Guns
of Infinity is the sequel fans of the Infiniverse didn't know they needed.. I think this game is ****. Buy yourself a bottle of
bleach instead of this game.. Great little game, never ran into the issue some Adventure games do with walls of frustration. May
seem a bit 'easy' to those who play a lot of these P.a.C games, and it is a tad short, but it's incredibly charming and the story is
really sweet.

Animation was really nice as well. I always like to see the use of Frame by Frame 2D Animation, and it really works for this
game.
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This "artbook" isn't what I expected. . . in a bad way. It is a 24-page PDF which is downloaded to Attractorache's install
directory. It features seven images of the girls, and sixteen images of space. The space pictures look great, but I didn't buy the
"Artbook" for space pictures, I bought it for the content I was promised.

There are [no] original words, [no] game development stories, and [no] "game introductions".

To be fair, there are more than five "exquisite" screenshots. . . but the whole PDF is nothing but screenshots. It doesn't need to
be a PDF. I'd like to have seen the screenshots on their own, say in a folder, in a format one could read or use without PDF-
software.

The space pictures look really nice. I'd use them for a background, if only they weren't stuck in a PDF document. The girl
pictures look okay, but I can get similar (if not the same) pictures by just playing the game.

The issue with this DLC is false-advertising. Not only is the description wrong, but there are no screenshots which relate to this
"DLC's" content. The content of this DLC seems a little underwhelming. . . I think that most people don't buy Attractorache for
the space theme.. Pretty sweet zombie wave shooter. You can move freely around the maps which are of decent size. There is a
shopping phase between waves and tons of weapons to choose from. There are also perks to level up as you play. Great score for
$10.. Really good. Different paths, kind of like Undertale. Beautiful game. Talks about anxiety, depression, the meaning of life,
death among other things. Good gameplay mechanics.. A disappointedly generic rpgmaker game. Ironically, it feels too slow
even though it has a mapped turbo button.. Third rate knock off of Homeworld. Waste of money.. Fitting end WEE trilogy.
Really there is not mutch else to say.
3rd episode is as good as previous 2 and if you are reading this i guess you know about them.
Compared to previous WEE games this one has more CGs also story is little differently structured, but it is still WEE so it have
same qualities.

If you have enjoyed previous 2 games then this one is need.. SiNKR is a beautifully simple puzzle game with some pretty
complex setups. It's hard to think of many puzzle games that not only often has multiple solutions per level, but has solutions so
set in hard logic. On top of all of this, the game has a beautifully crafted learning curve that gently guides the player into a solid
understanding of each mechanic. I only hope that some more levels are added in the future through an expansion or sequel! This
is more than worth the low price.. I bought DROD on GOG a long time ago, I have played Journey to Rooted Hold for about 4
or 5 hours, not much really, but this is one of the finest puzzle games I have ever played, it's as good as Portal, except honestly
this game makes Portal kind of look like a Chump. It's a lot smarter than Portal, the interactions are more complex, and
fiendishly difficult. Portal 2 lasts about 8 hours, 8 hours of pure fun, but Journey To Rooted Hold is more like 100 hours. If you
find this game in a sale you can easily walk away with the base game Gunthro, for $2.75, and then pick up King Dungan's
Dungeon, Journey to Rooted Hold, and The City Beneath, for bloody.... $2.75. DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH
WIN THAT IS?!?! I'll do the calculations for you. 300 % 2.75, 109.090909090909 hours of gameplay, for every dollar you
spend. Forgo your bagel, buy the best puzzle game series in existence. Sell your Physical Copy of The Witness on PS4, to buy
all of the Smitemaster's Selections. Buy The Second Sky and get crushed so hard into the ground you become a fine powder, and
respect that one day this game hopes you are capable of playing it.
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